Separation and identification of human heart proteins.
Heart failure is not a uniform disease entity, but a syndrome with various causes, including hypertension, ischemia and congenital heart disease, cardiomyopathy, myocarditis and intoxication. During the recent years a number of molecular and cellular alterations have been identified in the diseased heart, but a direct causative link between these changes and functional impairment, medical responsiveness, progression of the disease and the patients' outcome remains to be established. After an accumulation of large amounts of DNA sequence data in genomic projects, scientists have now turned their attention to the central executors of all programs of life, the proteins. In complementation of the genomic initiatives, proteomics based approaches have lined up not only for large-scale identification of proteins and their post-translational modifications, but also to study the function of protein complexes, protein-protein interactions and regulatory and signalling cascades in the cellular network. In concert with genomic data functional proteomics will hold the key for a better understanding and therapeutical management of cardiovascular diseases in the future.